
Viraj founded Monk entertainment at the age of

24 with his college senior Ranveer Allahbadia,

better known as BeerBiceps on social media.

The agency aims to build on influencer talent

management with organized, highly targeted

data-driven insights and targeted brand

promotion and has worked with companies like

Nykaa Men, MamaEarth, and much more.

Prior to co-founding Monk Entertainment,Viraj

was an Associate Analyst at Avalon Global

Research.At Monk, he helps founders build

successful brands. Viraj is also been Impact

Magazine's Top 30U30.
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The creator & influencer economy has been

one of the biggest growth engines of the

digital content space. It’s not just enabled

platforms and creators to scale but also

grown businesses that have helped build

the ecosystem around them.

About Monk Entertainment - Monk-E is one

of India's most prominent digital media

organizations. A bunch of changemakers in

their early twenties who decided to change

the way brands happen. Two years later,

they are the innovative brains behind the

leading brands like Nykaa Man, WOW Skin

Science For Men, Flo Mattress and many.. 
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Hey @Viraj Sheth,You guys have aced

influencer marketing for youtubers, do you

think this will happen for newsletter authors

and podcast hosts in the future?

Hey Bhavesh, thanks for the kind words. I definitely a

future for newsletter authors and podcasts hosts, I'm

just not sure if it'll be as glamourous as that of the

video creators. This is purely because video

penetrates far better than the other mediums in

today's times and in the Indian market. Although, I

do see a lot of quality authors and podcasters

making decent money with their offerings.

We'd already been seeing the wave of individual

content creators in the West. At Least with regards

to content and the YouTube journey, we've been

known to ape the West. The likes of Logan Paul,

PewDiePie, Lilly Singh were gaining lots of traction

and we knew that the post-TVF, post-AIB world

would have a lot of individual creators gaining lots of

traction.

Our challenges were always finding good people to

work with. Hiring was one of our key challenges

since the beginning because we are not a tech

business. We need to hire more to scale more.

Welcome to AJVC Viraj!Monk entertainment

has been the best content creators even pre Jio

days.What inspired this moonshot idea? What

were the challenges scaling your audience?
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Hey Neel - thanks for the Q.I was working at Avalon

from Aug-Nov 2017 (right after I graduated from

college). I had started representing Ranveer since

Feb 2017. I knew that I would end up quitting the

job some time in the future to set up my own shop

and when I start earning as much from my side-

hustle as I was earning from the job - I had enough

reason to approach my parents and tell them I was

quitting. It was some struggle though, I used to quit

lunch breaks and tea breaks to ensure I scheduled

all my calls with clients during my time at Avalon.

 Viraj Sheth Thank you for doing this. How did

you transition from your role as an analyst to

Monk Entertainment founder? Would be great

to know the story behind it Hi Viraj,In the beginning phase how did you

reach out to your clients and how did you build

a long term relationship?
Hey Rishabh,

A LOT OF COLD-CALLING. I had no clue about how to

approach brands to get them to buy inventory on

Ranveer's social media profiles (he was the only one I

represented at that time). So I used to email the

CEOs and CMOs of massive companies, only to get

no replies. Till I realized that it's actually the creative

agencies hired by these companies that called a lot

of the shots on how to work with influencers. I

would've emailed atleast 500 companies initially to

get a hit-rate of 3-4.

https://ajuniorvc.slack.com/team/U01QZSSDEQN
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 Hi Viraj, Three questions:

1.What are the major trends you are seeing in

how the Media Agency world is evolving?

2.Should media agencies be specialists where

they just serve a niche requirement for client

or generalists where they can serve more

needs for clients and become a one stop

solution provider?

3.How is Technology impacting this industry

and what's the strategy to embrace the

changes, if any?

1.Big agencies are getting replaced by more

boutique agencies that are more agile, digital-

first, and don't charge a bomb. Agencies that are

providing transparency in their mode of

operation to clients are going to survive.

I feel like every agency must have a core

specialist service that they can provide the best

in the market and complement it with other

generalist services so that they can pull the client

in with the specialist service and then cross-sell

the others.

There have been many companies that have

tried creating platforms/marketplaces for

helping brands interact with influencers.

Although, none of them have been very

successful given that this is a very people-

dependent business.

Hey Gautam,

Hey Viraj, big fan of the Ranveer show! I truly

find it very relatable and inspiring.

1. How did you manage all the fame once your

company started hitting the right notes?

2. Was it intimidating to work with actors and

big shots in their fields? What is the secret

behind your confidence & positivity as a team?

Hey Vaibhav,

Never took fame seriously. Surrounded ourselves

with friends who've seen us when we were at 50

followers with no blue ticks. Keeps us grounded.

Initially, yes. Although, my motto has always been to

never put ANYONE on a pedestal and not ask for

selfies in the first meeting.

"If you don't like to be treated like a fan, don't treat

them like a celebrity."

Thanks for doing this.

1.How did you uncertainty in your early days ?

2.What would be your advice to anyone

walking/pivoting towards a relatively less chosen

career option ?

Actually, I didn't quit my job till I was absolutely certain

of the possibility of success on the startup. My advice

would be to start as early as possible, if you have the

opportunity to do that during college days or right after

graduation - nothing like it. Spend 22-25 just exploring

and taking risks. You have the rest of your life for

figuring where to settle.

Hey viraj. Should indian youth start accepting

social media as a carrier and get a formal

education for the same thing which Nas

Academy is trying to provide.

Yeah absolutely. People are starting to consider this

as a serious career option. If you have the time to

start early (in college itself), you should do it. There

are no extra liabilities at play, and you could use that

time to build a decent audience base and then see

the results compound.

 who are your present competitors? & what do you

think about the future competitors you are going

to face?

Other talent management companies and influencer

marketing companies would be going for the same pie

we're trying to score. We're not too worried about

competition, we just worry about servicing our clients

the best.
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what's your view on podcast advertising in

India? Is it a vacant space for influencer

marketing as the creators haven't started

monetising through spotify properly?

yes, podcast advertising should start soon I believe.

Some Indian podcasts have already had some

sponsors and this is only going to get better moving

forward.

 Hey Viraj, thanks for doing this AMA.

We often hear Ranveer talk about women

empowerment and how majority of your

workforce is women. Do you plan to dive into

men's mental health and issues faced by men,

case is point is the Zomato delivery guy vs a

social influencer.

What are the crypto-infused sectors you guys

are planning to get into Or use crypto in your

content machinery?

What is one unfiltered advice you would give to

the youtubers and social influencers?
Hey Sid,

Ranveer has been speaking about men's focussed

content since the beginning - we've done a lot of

self-improvement content pertaining to men on the

channel previously. So, that will always be at the core

of the channel.

At the moment, we haven't started seriously

considering NFTs in the content space, I feel India as

a market is fairly nascent for the same. Although, in

saying that, I'm a big believer of the power of crypto

and time will tell how we can leverage it better in

the field of content.

Keep yourself grounded. You have a shorter shelf-life

than an athlete if you don't play your cards right. Be

consistent with content.

Hey Tanay, haha good to know 

The fact that we represent 45 creators exclusively

works in our favour. Come what may, if there's any

queries that need them to be a part of, have to go

through via us. This gives us an edge over other

agencies.

Each creator has built their own content team.

They've done this over a period of 2-3 years and

honestly they've all had to go through a series of

trial-and-errors to come up with a good team.

Future looks positive, with the content space only

getting started there's a lot of opportunities for us in

the coming years.

Love what you guys have achieved so far, big

fan! I have the following questions:

Apart from the creative content, what do you

guys do differently from other agencies in

Monk-E? Do you work in a different way than a

traditional agency?

Are there special processes you have

developed in house to create such great

content and/or hire great people?

What does the future look like for Monk-E?

How important is a founder's

background(academic, professional, etc.)

when you make an investment decision? What

can a non "pedigreed" founder do to offset

one's supposed bad karma if background is

very important?

This is one change I am personally very happy about.

In the investing world the need for 'pedigree' as a

proxy for a founder's success is much less today

compared to what it was 5 years back. It certainly

gets you a few meetings quicker, but the field has

certainly levelled lot more.

ARR growth rate, LTC/CAC.
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Will love to hear some parting thoughts on

SaaS opportunities for Bharat, given your

experience in that domain if time permits and

after other questions.

SaaS opportunities for Bharat - also expanding

rapidly esp with SMB accounting, finance, HR as we

have seen with the likes of Khatabook, Vyapar (disc: I

am an investor), Dukaan.

I do think it's a bit overhyped given monetization for

many of the hypergrowth names is very poor.

And "we will build a lending option for them" is not a

winning strategy.

What are a few qualities you look for in a

founder or a team/startup which are good

indicators for their suitability?

Every startup is the promise of an idea to solve a

problem backed by the perseverance of the startup

founder. And nothing goes as per plan. So, in my

mind, the most important attribute in a startup

founder is to be reflective enough and learn from

their experiences. Often the cause-effect relationship

is confused - so to be able to look at results

objectively is key. And no great venture has been

built without good people - so unless someone has

demonstrated that they can hire and retain good

talent, it is difficult to build conviction to back.

Going solo is not impossible. Solo founders not

being as successful as founding teams is not

supported by data. But that said, given the hydra-

headed challenges posted by a startup it is

incredibly hard. Also, the need for a co-founder is

inversely proportional to the age of the startup. So

whether it is cofounder or a core team members,

having good people around with capabilities

needed for the startups success is the key.

what are your thoughts about going solo as a

founder for a startup or is it better to find co-

founders.

What according to you are the top-3 obvious

mistakes most first time founders do while

reaching out to VC for funding?

Fund-raise is also a sales process. I have seen this as a

big challenge among founders. When it comes to

sales, most founders know exactly what to do - find

the right customer, explain how their problems will

be solved by the startups solutions and can speak

the customer's language. They should bring the

same discipline to fund-raise process.

It is good to start a startup right there in

college ( assuming idea, business plan, team is

available) Or it is better to learn more, wait for

graduation completion and then jump into

startup.{ Start early or start late with more

knowledge (maybe) }

 The founders of one of our most successful startup

were still in college when we invested in them. But

one important reason was they had already spent 3

years on the problem they were solving and had

developed a patent for a specialised technology. So

it is not so much as whether you are a student or an

experienced professional as it is about knowing

enough about the problem when you start up. All

that said, early > late!


